Arsen Shomakhov Biography
A Maple Blues Awards nominee, guitarist, songwriter and singer Arsen Shomakhov is an electric blues
performer truly dedicated to the style’s roots yet never hesitating to borrow means of expression from
other genres.
He established himself as a blues-devoted
virtuoso musician in his native Russia making
it to the International Blues Challenge (IBC)
in Memphis in 2005 and winning the new
talent contest at the King Biscuit Blues
Festival in Helena, AR in 2007.
After moving to Vancouver, BC in 2008, Arsen
formed the Arsen Shomakhov Trio that
currently features Bruce O’Neill on bass and
Chip Hart on drums. Working hard to make a
name for himself, he has performed at a
variety of festivals across the US and Canada
including The King Biscuit Blues Festival,
Waterfront
Blues
Festival,
Edmonton
International Blues Festival, Montreal
International Blues Festival, and the Calgary
International Blues Festival, to name a few.
Arsen’s album “On the Move”, released in the
US in 2010 made Top 25 Blues Albums of the
year worldwide according to Roots Music
Report. In the same year Toronto Blues
Society nominated Arsen for the Maple Blues
Awards.
Arsen Shomakhov Band went to Memphis to
represent the White Rock Blues Society at the
IBC twice in 2014 and 2016 and both times
advanced to the semi-finals. The third Arsen’s
North American album entitled “Dynamic”
was released in August 2014.
Arsen’s new album “Rain City Blues” produced and recorded by Kid Andersen at the Greaseland Studios,
in San Jose, CA was released on September 6, 2019. The album includes 10 original tracks covering a
stylistic range from rocking blues and funky boogaloo to r&b and 50’s rock and roll with jump blues in
between. The album made Top 25 Living Blues Magazine radio report for September 2019, reached #1
in Canada and #12 worldwide (RMR blues charts wk. of Sep 21), #2 in Canada (RMR, wk of Sep 14 and
wk. of Oct 12), #17 in the list of top 40 most played albums in UK (IBBA) in September 2019.
As a truly international blues artist Arsen currently continues to perform at blues festivals in Europe,
USA and Canada.

“Rain City Blues” – September 2019 - PRESS
“Arsen Shomakhov’s last album, Dynamic, got him a nomination for New Artist in the Maple Blues
Awards. For his new one, this Russian-born Vancouver resident went to one of the hottest studios in
blues today, Kid Andersen’s Greaseland in San Jose CA. Andersen is the superb lead guitar player for
Rick Estrin & The Nightcats but here he wisely
leaves the guitar playing to Shomakhov. Instead,
he handles bass, keyboards and background
vocals. While sticking close to traditional blues
themes, Shomakhov has come up with some
attractive ways of expressing them. The toetapping opener, “Full Time Lover”, departs from
the usual in that our narrator has too many
women in his life, he wants just one. Guesting on
harp is Aki Kumar, who hails from India but plays
pure Chicago. Much faster is “No More!”, a slice of
bluesabilly promising to party less hard - he may
even mean it. Andersen tears it up on piano. “Rain
City Blues” channels Elmore James’ “Dust my
Broom” in fine fashion. He’s fallen for a woman
who’s taken everything he has. “Sitting on the
Fence” is a tuneful song on the advantages of not
making a decision with some useful examples to
prove the point. His guitar skills get shown off in
four instrumentals, of which the concluding slide
workout “Hello, Little Bird” is the best”.
- John Valenteyn, Toronto Blues Society
“The set opens on a Chicago note, as our hero has “a girl to take care of my bills,” and “one to ride me
around in her Coupe de Ville,” yet he longs for that “Full Time Lover!” Aki Kumar shows his stuff on the
harp here, too. “No More!” is a stone shot of Sun-splashed rockabilly fire, with the honky tonk piano
from Kid, while that good-time groove keeps rollin’ with the swingin’ “Sitting On A Fence!” Arsen gets
into a cool West Side groove on the story of using alcohol to help one forget that one you wish “was
never in my bed.” For, sho’ nuff, ” “Women And Whiskey don’t mix!”
We had two favorites, too. An excellent foray into funk is the highly-danceable strut of “Boogaloo!” The
set closes with a curiously-unique amalgam of what sounds like a guitar from Arsen’s native land mixed
in with the North Mississippi Hill Country trance-grooves of Junior Kimbrough. It is waaay too short, for
us, but is entitled, “Hello, Little Bird.”
Arsen Shomakov is an exciting, versatile artist who definitely has his finger on the pulse of all styles of
blues, rock, and roots music. Have some fun digging these “Rain City Blues!”
- Don Crow, The Nashville Blues And Roots Alliance.
“Overall an enjoyable album that provides a good showcase for Arsen’s vocal and instrumental range”.
- John Mitchell, Crossroads Blues Society
"Throughout the album, his style covers the wide circle that has the blues at its centre, from 50's rock
and roll to r&b and the jump blues. This is a fine album overall, varied and unique to make for good
listening".
- Jon Persson, Sound Wave
“A delightful introduction to a Canadian Artist, Shomakhov, who recorded this CD in Kid Andersen’s
Greaseland Studio. Shomakhov handles the guitars and vocals while Andersen takes on the upright and
electric bass as well as keys and background vocals. Alexander Pettersen and June Core split the
drumming duties and Aki Kumar adds his stellar harp to one song. All original compositions, Rain City

Blues features three instrumentals and several songs worthy of airplay. A good investment, and a good
artist to watch!”
- Professor Johnny P’s Juke Joint
“Named for the city he now calls home, this disc actually does feel like Vancouver. The more I listen, the
more I like; that’s always good”.
- John A. Kereiff, Music Reviews by the Rock Doctor
"Rain City Blues" by Arsen Shomakhov is a varied, versatile blues album for a wide audience that will
certainly appreciate hiss vocal and guitar qualities.”
- Eric Schuurmans, Rootstime.be, Belgium
“Arsen appears as a competitive, elegant, imaginative guitar player, who knows how to give a powerful
sound to all songs, as well as an economical appealing phrasing he accurately uses. He also gives free
rein to a variety of musical resources in a simple but very effective way. This is an album that deserves a
very good rating. GREAT.”
- La Hora Del Blues, Spain

Arsen Shomakhov – Press Clippings
“Shomakhov's strengths are his formidable guitar playing across the spectrum of blues and R&B styles,
his songwriting and his knack for finding good obscure material to cover...”
- Downbeat
“His excellent guitar work pays rare attention to tonal variety and to creating strong rhythms as well as
fleet-fingered, inventive solos”
- Tom Hyslop, Blues Review
“He can coax an impressive array of sounds and styles from his Fender Stratocaster”
- Sean McDavitt, Guitar One Magazine
“Dynamic is a guitar-lover's delight of an album, one that stayed in the CD player of the Toronto Blues
Society for a week.”
- John Valenteyn, Toronto Blues Society
“His approach is not flashy guitar overkill but an economic restraint in which feel and tone count for
more than dexterity...”
- Tom Harrison, The Province
“Mr. Shomakhov so wowed the audience and our judges with his version of the Delta Blues that he took
home to Russia the coveted bragging rights of being the 2007 Emerging Artist Top Performer and
proved to us that you do not have to be from the Delta to sing or know about the blues.”
- King Biscuit Blues Festival
“From swing to shuffle to dirty funk, Arsen Shomakhov & his band have all bases covered. I predict that
folks further afield will soon begin to experience Mr. Shomakhov's soulful delivery.”
- Charlie Gray, bluesfreepress.org
“You can't deny his controlled guitar work is full of feeling. This Russian doesn't impress with muscle,
but rather with substance”
- Tim Holek, Blues Beat – Canada

Music Samples:
http://www.arsenshomakhov.ca/music.html

Video:
http://www.arsenshomakhov.ca/video.html

Select Festival Appearances:
King Biscuit Blues Festival, Portland Waterfront Blues Festival, Edmonton International Blues
Festival, Calgary International Blues Festival, Montreal Blues Festival (FestiBlues), Mt. Baker
Rhythm & Blues Festival, Sunbanks Blues Festival, Mont Tremblant International Blues Festival,
Donnacona Blues Festival, Kaslo Jazz Festival, Lefortovo International Blues Festival (Russia),
Dark Season Blues Festival (Norway)

Discography:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Rain City Blues, 2019 (Independent)
Dynamic, 2014 (Blues Leaf Records)
On The Move, 2010 (Blues Leaf Records)
Dangerous, 2006 (Blues Leaf Records)
Troublemaker, 2003 (Drugaya Muzika)
Heavy Steppin’, 2002 (Dialogue Music)

Social Media:
Website: www.ArsenShomakhov.ca
Facebook: www.facebook.com/arsenguitar
Instagram: www.instagram.com/arsen_shomakhov
Twitter: www.twitter.com/Arsen_07

Current Line-up:
Arsen Shomakhov – guitar, vocal, Chip Hart – drums, Bruce O’Neill – upright & electric bass

Booking:
Brenda Williams
+1 778 847 7121
Email: brendawilliams2121@hotmail.com

